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Right! The Soul Searcher!" Leon took a deep breath to calm himself, before rubbing a specific ointment under his nose.

He instantly caught the trails for the Soul Searcher, but was shocked to find that two trails led to a different direction as Iris and

Snow were taken by Seth and Gordon separately.

"W- What is this? Why are there two trails? Were Iris and Snow taken by two different groups of people?" Leon was stunned.

Though he realized that this was likely the work of two different groups of people, he was alone, and as talented as he was, he

could never rescue both Iris and Snow from danger at the same time.

On top of that, he could not distinguish which trail belonged to Iris and which belonged to Snow; even if it was possible to

distinguish the trails, he could never decide who to save first.

"Damn it!" Leon clenched his fists as his expression darkened.

There was no time to waste as any delay could lead to danger for Iris and Snow.

He randomly chose the trail on his left and drove in that direction.

Leon guessed that Joel might be involved with the other trail of Soul Searcher, so he immediately called Yuri to seek his help to

contact the Hiltons.

Since Leon did not have a clue as to who was responsible, he could only try everything possible.

If Joel was indeed involved, Yuri would be able to help Leon with the other person who was captured; but if Joel had nothing to

do with the incident, the situation would become extremely intractable.

Meanwhile, in the Golans Mansion, Iris was locked in a bedroom.

Seth ordered two of his guards to guard the door, before walking into the room and shutting the door behind him.

"Seth Golan, what do you want?" Iris roared warily when she saw Seth walking over to her smugly.

Though her powers were sealed and she was left defenseless, Leon prepared two secret weapons for Iris, Cynthia, Snow, and

Ruth.

One of the weapons was the two Potential Energy Forces Leon left for them, while the other was two poisonous daggers.

Back when Seth captured her, Iris and Snow were outnumbered and Leon's secret weapons would not be sufficient to be

everyone. Considering that they would only end up alerting their enemies, both Iris and Snow did not resist.

With Seth in the room on his own, this was Iris's chance and she was prepared to pull out the Potential Energy Forces at any

time if Seth dared to get any closer or attempt to do anything to her.

Since her power was sealed, she would never be able to send the poisonous daggers far enough to harm Seth unless he was

close to her.

Hence, under the current circumstances, the Potential Energy Forces seemed more effective.
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